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Black leaders,
Black masses
and Wallace
by Charles Denby, Editor
Before the civil rights revolution in the South rolled
to a high point in Birmingham, Ala., many older Blacks
said there would never be any social changes for us in
that racist city. First, because the National Office of the
KKK was located just outside that city; second, because
Bull Connor, the racist police commissioner, was a
leading office-holder there; and third, because Governor
George Wallace was Enemy Number One in the whole
country against Black rights.
We did not dream of the courage and determination
that the masses of people would soon show, the punishment they would suffer to make changes — things like
standing in front of water hoses, making human chains
of themselves, while the force from the hoses ripped
' their clothes away. Blacks did not flinch while mad police
dogs sunk their teeth into the pits of their stomachs,
while news pictures of it flashed around the world faster
than the speed of the space flights that shared the headlines that year.
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Nixon transcripts shock U.S. people,
reveal criminal neo-fascist campaign
by Olga Domanski

The shock that swept across the U.S. when
Richard Miliums Nixon's 1,254 pages of carefully
edited transcripts finally began to appear in the
nation's press on May 1, was the shock of seeing
what homegrown totalitarianism looks, sounds,
and smells like. No amount <Jf laundering, of
"expletives deleted" or "unintelUgibles" could

wash the stench of a rotting, disintegrating Administration from those pages.

Lowndes County is my birthplace; I return every
year, and I was there as a part of all this at the beginning of the movement. With other Blacks living in Detroit who were from Lowndes County, I helped organize
support for our brothers and sisters, some of whom had
been thrown out of their homes and into a Tent City
for daring to register. And they finally succeeded not
only in voting, but in electing one of their movement,
John Hulett, as Sheriff. It was a great victory.

Nixon's public relations campaign had been carefully
prepared. He delivered probably the best speech he has
ever given, over the heads of Congress, directly to "the
American people", the jday before he released the transcripts. He even picked up a few lessons from Kissinger
and evoked the "global" power image effectively. Then
he delayed the release for another half a day to give
unrivaled circulation to the legal brief his paid crony,
James St. Clair had prepared—which presumed to tell
the public what the tapes "really" said, so we wouldn't
have to read them for ourselves.
Nothing more clearly reveals Nixon's utter contempt
for the American people than his belief that they would
trust his television words, and not care about his "private" conversations. How totally he misread his own
"silent Americans" is measured by the depth of the outrage that spread across the land once the transcripts
appeared in print. The $12.50 government edition of the
transcripts instantly became the "best seller" of any
government publication ever released.
The shock of seeing exactly how petty, how debasing,
how disgusting were Nixon and his band of henchmen,
came after a full year of revelations about their corruption and criminality. But the true criminality that the
Watergate Hearings had revealed was the criminal campaign to set up a One Party State within the two-party
system. Neo-fascism has been exuding from the White
House ever since Nixon's first election in 1968.

LEADERS AND MASSES

GROWING POLICE-STATE

Some weeks ago, to the shock of almost every Black
I know, Hulett was reported to be endorsing George
Wallace, the man they know as still their Enemy Number One against Black people. It amounted to aiding and
abetting the racist Wallace-ites who are now saying,
"How can I be a racist when some of your own Black
leaders are endorsing Wallace?",
4 It was not only in Alabama that this happened. Black
(Continued on Page 7)

Nixon was no sooner installed in power in Jan. 1969
than he worked out new police methods both at home and
abroad. It was that very first year that Kissinger ordered
the telephones of his own academic underlings bugged.
Wiretapping, infiltration of opposition organizations, burglary, "dirty politics" of unmatched scope—all became
standard features of Nixonism in power.
Informers were sent into selected campuses. ALL
Black student organizations were infiltrated and bugged.
There were outright murders of some Black radicals. At
Kent State and Jackson, Miss., National Guardsmen were
inspired by the Nixon climate to shoot to kill unarmed
students protesting the Cambodian invasion of May 1970.
Agnew was sent out to lead the vicious campaign
against the press. The famous "enemies list", unearthed
by the Watergate hearings last summer, was prepared
during the summer of '71; it included some 200 political
opponents including actors, journalists, professors, labor
leaders, businessmen, and senators who were to be "given
a hard time." The just-released transcript of Sept. 15,
1972, spells out more precisely how the man of "law and
order" planned to deal with his "enemies" after his reelection: "They are asking for it and they are going to
get it. We have not used the power in this first four
years. We have not used the FBI or the Justice Department, but things are going to change now." (Deleted was
the section that specified that the Washington Post, in
particular, would suffer "damnable, damnable problems"
because of its coverage of Watergate.)
What is chilling about the actual words of the transcript is not so much that they were "cleaned up" and we
can only guess at how much more vicious they really
were, but that we can imagine where we would be today
if part of the capitalist class itself had not become
alarmed and decided to pull the stopper on these men of
"law and order" who were well on their way to turn the
country into a totalitarian state.

Many did not. understand until those things happened
what masses in action represent as force and as Reason
of revolutionary changes.

A NEW DETERMINATION
The second highest point was the March from Selma
to Montgomery, when Jim Clark rushed back and forth
from Montgomery where he received instructions from
Wallace. It was after several deaths in Selma and the
blood bath on the bridge over the Alabama River that
the March passed through Lowndes County where not a
single Black had ever been allowed to register to vote.
Thousands lined the highway, cheering, shaking marchers' hands, and they were inspired to a new determination. They organized a movement of their own, challenged the registrar's office in numbers and threatened
court suits if they were rejected.
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Dasco wildcat fights company, union, cops
By Dasco Wildcatter

Oakland, Cal.—The wildcat at Dasco began
May 1 when the company tried to fire one of our
shop stewards. The boss said anyone who didn't
go back to work was also fired. He never realized
how many people would back our shop steward,
Roberto.

For the first week everyone was out. Then some
began to go back, because they needed jobs and were
afraid. They were mostly older people who can't find
another job so easily. The company told people they
would have to come in or they would be fired. Still only
a few went across the lines, and we began mass picketing. This, forced the plant to shut down completely. We
had beautiful support on the line, especially from the
young workers.

NOT THE FIRST WALKOUT
We tried to win over all the workers, but the older
workers were scared. The company had its armed security force, they massed the scabs outside the plant and
had the police escort them in. In the last days of the
wildcat more and more workers went in.
This is not the first walkout at Dasco. There have
been a number recently. We make stationery material—
notebooks, writing tablets, binders. We produce for the

government, including the Navy and the Marines. There
was a time when the heat was tremendous and there was
no ventilation. It was well over 100 degrees inside, especially with all the machines running. We walked out and
demanded a cooling system. The company didn't do
much. They just opened a few more windows and put
black paint on the glass roof just to make us believe it
was somehow cooler because it was darker. I think black
paint might have made it hotter.
The weather changed and we went back to work the
day after we walked out. The union (Teamsters Local 853)
didn't do anything. They came out and said we did wrong
to walk out. The same week we had the walkout, the
company had laid off 65 people. Some of the people who
were laid off were just a few days from getting through
their probation period.

LAYOFF AND SPEED-UP
This is the way'the company does it — they throw
people out and get new ones. They get ahead by having
lots of people in the plant for_ a couple of months, lay
them off and then start oppressing those left by speed-up
and intimidation, saying they will get fired if they don't
do what they are told.
They watch closely who are the active ones. They
harass us. They tried to take away a woman's vacation
(Continued «a Page 3)

DISTRUST, DISGUST AND DISILLUSION

Post-election America has become a different land
than pre-election America. Whereas, in 1972, white racism
(Continued on Page 8)
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WL theorist offers mix of structuralism, Freud
by Deborah Morris
In her book, Woman's Estate (Vintage Books, 1973,
$1.95), Juliet Mitchell says that the first task of the
women's movement is to develop a theory. She feels
strongly that neither the Marxist movement nor the proposed feminist theories have been able to deal with the
totality of women's oppression: the feminists see everything in terms of men-women relationships, whereas the
so-called Marxists relegate women's struggles to a
secondary position behind the class struggle. To meld
the two into a new theory of women's liberation she
proposes to use a Marxist methodology.

FALSE CONCEPT OF MARX
Unfortunately, Juliet Mitchell, instead of using the
totality of Marx's theory of human liberation as her point
of departure, relies on a narrow concept of Marxism,
beginning with Lenin's 1902 pamphlet What Is To Be
Done? and ending in an Althusserian rewriting of Marxism. Her premise is that "the fully-developed political
consciousness of an exploited class or oppressed group
cannot come from within itself . . . "
That Juliet Mitchell cannot see the failure of this
concept of vanguardism—that socialism must be introduced from the outside by the "party" or by "the" Marxist philosopher—and that she cannot see that Lenin himself moved away from that concept philosophically, is
perhaps explained by the fact that she still considers •
Russia a socialist society.
Given this methodology to start with, the rest of her
analysis rests heavily on the importance of middle class
women to the women's movement, for in advanced
capitalist societies ideology is more important than
ever, and "the ideological dimensions of the revolution
are likely to come initially from within the ideologically
dominant class." For this reason the women's movement shouldn't be so concerned about its domination by
middle class women, but rather should be searching

Women farmworkers fight
to end death in the fields
I have been a farm worker since I was 15½.
I quit school after eighth grade to care for the
other children in my family. My mother was in
the hospital and my father was making $42 a
week as a farm worker.
My family came to California from Texas. We were
scabs then, but we made 50 cents an hour in Texas so
$1.40 looked good. Being a scab I learned a lot of good
things the union could do. Working for Tenneco, a big
corporation, two accidents happened that had a lot to
do with getting us involved with the union.
One was that a 16-year-old girl, a very dear friend,
cut her finger trimming vines. The company wouldn't
help her, but sent her back to Mexico as she was an
illegal alien.

NO AID FROM COMPANY

Another friend was hit in the eye by a vine and they
just sent her home. It was on a Friday, and by Monday
she had lost her eyesight.
My mother lost a child because of the labor contractor. We were doing piece-work, and he wasn't satisfied with what my mother was doing; he had her carry
her own buckets and she lost the baby. We tried to send
her to the hospital in Delano but it was too expensive.
So we had to send her all the way to Texas. The doctor
said if she had arrived just a few hours later she might
have died.
These kinds of things got us involved in the union.
The other reason is we have seen women, active in the
union. For example, Dolores Huerta, the vice-president;
Jessica Govea, who ran the first boycott from La Paz;
and Helen Chavez, who has eight children and has
worked to support the family for years to enable Cesar
to build the union.
I remember when I first told my dad I was going to
a union meeting. He had been active in the union for
years, but that was men's business. After much arguing,
he finally said all right, I could go, but not my mother.
That made my mother mad. She said she was paying
union dues the same as he was, and after that she went
too.

WOMEN ACTIVE IN UNION

For the first time last year, a lot of women got more
involved. We were on the picket line breaking the injunction. They kept jailing only the men and one day
came when there were only women, so we all joined
hands and they dragged us all in. When we got before
the judge he said the women should be released because
they have children at home. The women said No, we're
not going out. We want the men to go first, then we all
go out. The men have children too; it takes two to make
a child. The next day they let us all go because the
women refused to leave.
" We have more women involved not only picketing but
organizing and as co-ordinators in different cities. We
had never seen this before. So it means this union is
not putting women behind the men but up there with
them and this is why it has been very successful in
everything, because everybody's involved. The whole
family is organized into the union.
— Mary Maddock

for that which will unite all women.
That form which unites us all is the family. Her
argument states that although it is true that some 42
percent of the American workforce is comprised of
women, their "exploitation as part of the working class
is made invisible by their identification with the other
aspect of their condition—their oppression as wives within the family."

EMBRACES FREUD
Juliet Mitchell says that in understanding the oppression of women we have to see that there are four major
structures that combine to form the basis of our oppression: production, reproduction, sexuality; and the socialization of children, and that the "variations of woman's
condition throughout history will be the result of different
combinations of these elements . . . " T o understand
familial relationships she says it is necessary to embrace Freud and his methodology—for it is only through
psychoanalysis that we can ever begin to understand
how the family shapes the consciousness of men and
women.
That she sees Marxism as only a means of "analyzing" social relationships rather than a theory of human
liberation is very obvious, for in her own way she does
just what nearly every male theoretician has done— and
that is not to see women as self-developing subject. Just
as she argues against limiting women to an economic
position secondary to the working class, all she has
done is bind us to the framework of the family. Instead
of tracing what women have been doing, she spends her
time explaining to us why women can't do anything
revolutionary.
This is totally contrary to the actual concrete activities that women have and are participating in, from the
struggle of the welfare mothers for dignity, to the
miners' wives in Harlan County, Kentucky, who are
walking the picket lines.
In looking for a new theory, all Juliet Mitchell
has done is bind us as nonpersons into economic and
familial structures that we have been bound to for
centuries. A new theory is needed, but four predetermined structures cannot substitute for the actual movement
of women from below and their unity with Marx's theory
of human liberation.

If you have a story, or want to contact
News & Letters Women's Liberation Committees in San Francisco, Connecticut, Detroit, Los Angeles or New York, write to the
addresses in the box on page 3.

Women halt I.W.C hearing
San Francisco, Cal.—The meeting of the California Industrial Welfare Commission (appointed
by "let them get botulism" Reagan) held last
month was-full of angry demonstrators demanding to be heard. Over 300 women and some men
entered the meeting hall only to be informed
there would be no discussions permitted.
The protest was called over the IWC "equalization"
of the Equal Rights Amendment. They ruled that as of
June 1, thousands of women, youth and unorganized
workers would receive no overtime pay until after 10
hours of work. Agriculture, domestic service, hotels and
restaurants could work their employees unlimited hours
without overtime, and government workers had no rights
at all. Also, all workers no longer needed drinking
water, toilets, first aid, lifting limits, cleanliness, lighting, heat, ventilation, emergency exits, couches, rest
breaks. They must buy and maintain uniforms, and pay
for cash losses or breakage^
Twenty-nine petitions for a rehearing, including one from the
California Labor Federation, were
all rejected,~4-l. There was so much
booing and hissing that the Commissioners were forced to declare a
recess in their proceedings and left
the podium. Their desks and microphones were immediately taken over
by the women protestors and the
chairwoman opened the floor to all,
while the IWC huddled whispering
in a corner, well protected by the
police lining the hall.
Demands were put forth for better protective laws
for all; the eight-hour day; no mandatory overtime;
health and safety regulations; equal pay for equal work;
no welfare-forced work; hearings be held at night when
workers could attend.
When the AFL-CIO representatives announced they
would sue the IWC "for exceeding their authority" one
woman said: "We don't trust you, 80 per cent of working women are still not organized, where were you when
we needed you? This time we are doing it ourselves . . . "
The coalition of women's groups, labor committees,
rank and file workers, Third World youth, especially
women in and out of unions, is growing all over the state.
Demonstrations are scheduled for June 1 in San Francisco and Los Angeles when these new "laws" go into
effect.
—Demonstrator
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W L NOTES
The "Three Marias" of Lisbon, Portugal were acquitted of having offended public morals with their book
which attacks the repression of women in Portugal.
Maria Horta, Maria B'arreno and Maria da Costa said
they would now start a women's movement and try to
legalize abortion.
Italians voted three to two in favor of the threeyear-old law permitting divorce. This was a stinging
defeat for the Church which has opposed divorce. Many
votes for divorce came from the poor in southern Italy
and from registered women voters who outnumber men
by 1.7 million.
After a year of demands 26 matrons at Wellesley
College in Massachusetts will now be paid the same as
the male custodians. In some cases this will be an increase of 64 cents an hour.
*
*
*
In Bonn, Germany after a three year debate, a bill
allowing women to have abortions on request in the
first three months of pregnancy has been approved by
the lower house of Parliament. Since 1971 there has
been an intensive women's movement to repeal Germany's anti-<abortion laws.

Taxi wildcat at Dover garage
New York, N.Y.—After an argument with a dispatcher,
a driver at Dover garage in the Village was fired for
"gross insubordination." The dispatcher had refused to
give Tom, the : driver, a message from his wife that their
three-year-old son was missing. The union offered
nothing except a slim possibility of reinstatement after
waiting months for arbitration, so the drivers at Dover
decided to do something about it themselves.
Over 40* drivers attended a meeting in the garage
the next afternoon, and everyone knew the real reason
Tom had been singled out by management. This was
because he had been active in the Dover Committee, a
group of rank-and-file drivers who often hung around,
the garage to do what the union stewards never did —
advise and back up their fellow workers in their disputes
with management,
~
Very few cabs were rolling on the evening shift while
Tom's firing was being discussed, and since management
offered nothing, a strike was called. Everyone went home
and some returned the next morning to set up pickets
for the day shift, where the strike was almost 100%
effective.
Management was getting very worried, but they
didn't call the cops, they called their trusty piecards
from the union. The union came down and started
threatening the strikers that they were going to be fired
and that the union would let the firings stand. In other
words the union knifed the workers in the back.
At this point a few more cabs went out on the evening shift so the workers had no choice but to accept
management's offer to arbitrate Tom's case right away
and no reprisals against the strikers, something they'd
offered at the beginning of the strike. The strike was
called off.
' Dover drivers may not have won a victory but they
have started something a lot of other cab drivers are
watching. As an older driver told me as we were both
stopped at a red light in midtown, "That's the only way,
shut the garage down and forget the union. Dover, that's
a very good garage."
—N.Y. Taxi Driver

Kraft boycott gains strength
The Kraft boycott, begun in August, 1971, is being
intensified across Canada. The original demand of the
boycott still stands: Kraftco should meet with the National Farmers' Union (N.F.U.) to discuss procedures
which would give dairy farmers effective collective
bargaining rights through the N.F.U.
With food costs up 18.2 percent this past year,
costs of production for farmers rising 60 percent in the
last 10 years, and agri-business scoring leap-frog profits, the boycott continues to point the finger at who
really benefits in the food industry. It is this fact that
has helped the boycott grow into a credible urban/rural
alliance against Kraftco.
In the Dawson Creek-Fort St. John (British Columbia) area approximately 80 farmers joined recently in
distributing boycott information and alternative shopping lists at local food stores. Some independent grocers
even put bdycott literature in shoppers' food bags.
In Belleville, Ontario, N.F.U. members gave out boycott leaflets that included support for workers a t the
local Black Diamond cheese plant where workers have
been striking in an attempt to get a fair wage.
Grocery stores in the University of Alberta area reported having to cut down on retail orders from Kraft
because of the Edmonton Kraft boycott. Store managers
unanimously attribute the success of the boycott in this
part of the city to the high concentration of students
who refuse to buy Kraft products.
From Kraft Boycott News
P.O. Box 701
Kingston, Ontario
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Dasco wildcat fights company, union, cops
in November. By firing us they will not be able to produce so much, because many • of the skilled machine
operators were fired.
In our meeting to end the wildcat, the decision was
to let the workers go back to and try-and win our jobs
back through arbitration. Seventy-three of us are fired.
I didn't vote for going in. I don't like to see people going
back because we lose our strengths But that was the
decision of the majority. There was some discouragement
because people wanted to go in. It is hard to win a strike
then. But many workers didn't have money. The wages
are very low and they have to work every day to survive.
The union gave no support. There has to be something done. The unemployment office doesn't want to
give us anything because we are fired. The union doesn't
want to give us strike benefits because they didn't sanction the strike. We who were fired are sticking together
trying to figure out what to do and to keep contact with
the workers back in the plant.
—News & Letters photo

Dasco strikers conduct mass picketing.
(Continued from Page 1)
rights, so we fought that. They didn't want to give workers the money they owed them. According to our contract no one is supposed to pick up more than 50 pounds,
but they have us picking up 80 and 100 pounds. The contract itself is a lousy one. I hate to even read it, but they
don't even follow the regulations they have in the contract.

THREE STRIKES AND OUT

The eontract has this part where the company can
write you down for anything they think is wrong. They
write you down once, twice and the third time you are
fired. They can tell you to move something to an unsafe
place. You don't do it and they write you up.
To fight all this we have three shop stewards who we
voted for and who fight for us. The company has tried
to get rid of them. We elected one shop steward after
removing another who was just with the union and company officials and would never find out the struggle of
people inside. She was not working in the shop but more
in the office. The new steward, Roberto, fought for us
and the wildcat started when they tried to get rid of him.
We have gone to our business agent before when they
tried to fire people and the answer has been there is
nothing we can do, the contract won't be up until
November.
This time we went out on our own. They will not so
easily stock up between now and the end of the contract

Uniroyal workers walkout
company answers with lockout
Detroit, Mich. — The Uniroyal plant w a s closed down ,
on May 9 for a week because of wildcats in Receiving
and in t h e mill room. First the company tried to make
workers in Receiving unload trucks without a lift truck.
When they walked off the job, the company took
some people out of the mill room and put them in Receiving, leaving-a huge work load on those left in the
mill room, and it's already one of the worst places in
the plant. Then the second shift mill room workers
walked out and that closed down the whole plant.
The company violations were so flagrant that there's
a rumor going around that the management deliberately
provoked the wildcats so they could close the plant without it costing them'anything. We just had one big lay-off
the week before. Whether this rumor is true or not, it
shows what people think about the company.
There's also a company policy of closing the whole
plant for three days whenever there's a wildcat in one
department, hoping to turn the other workers against
the wildcatters. It doesn't work out that way, though,
since everyone I know supports the mill room people,
and when we heard about the wildcat on Thursday night,
it was just like a carnival in our department.
—Uniroyal Worker

by John Allison
The six-hour-day is being discussed in all local
unions of the UAW as a convention issue. This is directly due to the Canadian workers, who fought to get the
six-hour-day on the upcoming UAW Convention agenda.
Inflation is rampant while unemployment is at its
highest level, and this brings us to our immediate task
of trying to find something new — the six-hour-day.
The Cost-of-Liv5ng Allowance did not stop inflation.
The UAW said it would. Supplemental Unemployment
Benefits (SUB)and unemployment compensation were
supposed to stop the layoffs. T h e UAW said it would.
Retirement was supposed to create jobs for the young
workers. The U A W said it would.
Now we ought to make the shorter work week universal, because in 38 countries the auto plants are fully
automated. Chrysler has 17 plants outside of the U. S'.
and Canada. In Spain, Chrysler employs 12,000 workers,
but the government controls the wages. And the top pay
is $3 a day.
The Big 3 are in a big hurry to capture .the Russian
and Chinese markets for U; S. made cars. The labor
movement has not solved the problem of organizing at
home. And now we're off to Russia and China and rest
of the planet earth.
With the answer "Make it a universal six-hour day!",
I am sure it will help. The big question is if the millions
of auto workers will be strong enough to tame the
Big 3 world wide.

Worker tells students:
unite mental, manual labor
by Felix Martin
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Fleetwood workers force union to call strike
BULLETIN: A s we go to press, Fleetwood workers have
voted to return to work. But one worker summed up t h e ,
attitude of the men: "It doesn't make any difference
what was said at the ratification meeting. What counts
is whether conditions in the plant are changed, and! we
won't know that until w e g o back to work."

•
Detroit, Mich.—We have been out on strike
now at Fleetwood since May 13. The conditions
in the plant were so bad and the people were so
mad, that the union had to call a strike. I don't
think the union wanted to call it. They waited up
to the last minute, but everyone was ready to go
and there was no way the union could have
stopped them if they tried.

you iook a t what happened t h e first couple days of
the strike it really makes you wonder. It seems that
Local 15 is cooperating with management wholeheartedly by allowing Dept. 17 to cross the picket line and
enter the plant to supposedly "clean the offices." Local
President Gaston and Committee Chairman Adams are
worried that the bigshots might not have clean floors and
ashtrays.
The whole purpose of a strike is to keep all hourly
employees out of the plant. They say you have to let
some maintenance people in the plant to keep the powerhouse running. In my opinion, if we really want to
hurt management we shouldn't allow maintenance in
the plant. Let the white-collars get their hands dirty for
once.
On the first day of the strike, picket duty was
voluntary and by 5 p.m. there were only a few pickets
left. The union was responsible for relieving these people, but instead they were told to go home. They stayed
till 11 p.m. but never got any relief. The only-interest
the union had was to tell them to be sure and let Dept.
17 and maintenance go to work.
If Gaston and his gang sell u s out again, w e will
have to take things into our own hands. I want to see
the agreement in writing before I vote on it. And the
only agreement I will settle for is some control over
production, where the line speed and the amount of
work is more human than it is now.
—Fleetwood Worker

Before the strike, people who have been at Fleetwood 20 years were saying this is the worst they have
ever seen. The line was only reduced 13 jobs an hour,
but everyone I know has twice the work added on. We
are giving BLOOD, SWEAT AND TEARS to make u p
for the drop in GDI's first quarter profits. If this goes
on, soon people will be dropping dead on the line. Hundreds are out on sick leave now.
, The pace we have to keep up to do the job now is
unreal. You don't even have time to get a drink of
water. Everyone is on some kind of medication. Many
people are taking nerve pills because they are ready
to have a nervous breakdown from the pressure. Medical
is passing out pain pills and muscle relaxers. These are
dangerous downers.
You g o down to Medical and wait in a long line. ' | |
Local News & Letters Committees c a n be ill
You see people getting arms and legs wrapped up. You
jjj contacted directly in the following areas:
see horrible cuts and gashes. When you get to the front
]|| SAN FRANCISCO: PO B o x 77303, Station E ,
ill
of the line, you tell Medical that you are hurting s o
<!!
San Francisco, Cal. 94107
bad you can't do your job. And they s a y , "We can't
send you home. Give these pills a chance to work."
II; CONNECTICUT: P O B o x 2 9 1 ,
They are running Fleetwood on habit-forming dope
{[
Hartford, Conn. 06101
pills. We are being turned into doped-up robots because
jl LOS ANGELES: P O Box 24371,
it is the only way you can stand the pain at the speed
;!
Los Angeles, Calif. 90024
we are working.
THIS IS NO WAY FOR MEN A N D WOMEN TO
j! DETROIT:
1900 E . Jefferson,
LIVE!
Detroit 48207 (961-1010)
So now we are on strike. But there are a lot of
i| N E W YORK:
P O Box 5463, Grand Central Sta. Ill
questions to be asked. Are w e going to be sold out? If
||
N e w York, N.Y. 10017

I was recently invited to speak on a college
campus about workers. I look forward to speaking there as the students are always interested.
I remember in 1970 when I first went to the campus. We were on strike in auto and had closed
the plant down. The students were surprised that
the workers were strong enough to close down a
corporation as powerful as GM.
The thing that struck me t'nat first time on campus
was the working conditions—they were like working conditions should be. There was no smoke, grime, noise, or
the foreman standing over you. But since then I have
realized that alienation is really there also. It is in
having to take the classes they give you and not necessarily the ones you want. It is in not having anything
to say about what is being taught. And it is in being
trapped in this system just like workers are trapped.
I have tried to work out this relationship between the
alienation of students and that of workers. Here are a
few notes which I spoke to the students about-'

"WHAT IT IS REALLY LIKE"
People a s k m e to talk about the shop a n d tell them
what it is really like. I will do that, though sometimes
I g e t emotional about it. However each of you will find
out soon enough. T h e most important thing is that none
of us workers or students should let this society control
us . . .
When I talk about wage slaves I a m talking about
the most horrible divisions of the capitalist system—the
split of mental a n d m a n u a l labor. When I a m talking
to students I a m talking to those who a r e becoming t h e
mental labor a n d who t h e system is training to look
down on u s workers. T h e workers a r e t h e dropouts of
this society. They s a y the only reason there has to be
wage slavery is because the dropouts don't know anything. Just because a worker can't s a y the words h e
could have been taught had he gone to an institution,
doesn't mean he can't think. He had to do a lot of things
just to live. . . .

HOW MANY CAN THINK?
I spoke to your professor and he told me about the
different divisions of study on this campus, like into
scientific areas. But all those science minds end up
being there for one thing—controlling and extracting
from the dropouts, the men not trained for using big
words. Almost everyone can be trained, but how many
at the university can think . . . ?
I see a close relationship between the mental labor
here and the physical labor in the plant. The two are
being separated from each other.
When I am at GM I see this army of supervisors,
which I call mental labor, over me. All of you at college
can be part of this division into mental labor, or you
can work to end it. We all aren't going to be anything
until we change this society . . .

